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Wirelessly Engage, Share, and Collaborate 
Anywhere. Any Device. On Major Videoconference Platforms.

According to Forbes®, the majority of workers prefer a Hybrid Work model. Enterprise Hybrid Work environments 
are here to stay, and they demand flexibility. Enterprises require the ability for their employees, clients, and 
consultants to wirelessly bring their own meetings (BYOM). Anywhere, from any device, using industry-leading 
videoconference platforms. IT managers also need cloud-based tools to manage and deploy meeting spaces across 
the enterprise.

Whether in the office, at home, halfway across the world, or in-transit, VIA Connect2 enables enterprises to turn 
any room into a hybrid collaborative space. Meeting participants can wirelessly view, edit, and work together on 
documents in real time from any location. This fosters collaboration, increases communication, and encourages 
productivity. With cloud-based VIA Site Management (VSM), VIA devices are easily managed.

In our “Gen H” Hybrid World, flexible communication and collaboration are more important than ever. VIA Connect2 
provides organizations with simple, seamless, and secure technology. VIA Connect2 enables any laptop or mobile 
device to join meetings with enterprise-grade security, and seamlessly integrate calendars and scheduling tools. 
Easily utilize in-room peripherals (e.g., cameras and microphones) for a better user experience.

VIA Connect2 Highlights
• Turn any room into a Collaborative Space

• Meet from any Windows®, Mac OS®,  
Android®, or iOS® device

• Join any videoconference for  
your meeting or class

• Wired HDMI for up to 4K60  
auto-switching input and output

• Enterprise-level security  
(1024-bit encryption)

• Secure guest connections  
with 802.1x authentication

• Simple cloud-based management

Zoom® & Teams® Videoconference Platforms

Any Windows, Mac OS, Android, Chrome OS, or iOS device
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In today’s Hybrid Education world, schools require the flexibility to transform any classroom into a hybrid learning 
space to enable inclusive in-class and remote student participation. Tools for managing hybrid learning IT 
environments must be simple and effective.

VIA Connect2 makes this possible. It empowers school districts to instantly create smart, wireless hybrid 
education classrooms for in-class and remote learning. Seamlessly stream all collaboration activity from the 
classroom, USB-peripherals, whiteboards, share 4K HD video, and more. VIA Connect2 strengthens student 
engagement and participation.

This small, easy-to-use, and secure device is specifically designed to foster collaboration among students and 
teachers. Anyone with a Wi-Fi connection can attend class using a mobile device, desktop, or notebook computer; 
from home, school, or even across the world. Schools can easily manage VIA devices from the Cloud, no matter how 
many Hybrid Learning classrooms they have.

Students and teachers can seamlessly integrate schedules into their calendars and attend class with one click!

VIA Connect2 Highlights
• Turn any class into a  

Hybrid Learning Space

• In-room and remote participation

• Seamless calendar integration  
for scheduling

• App-free with AirPlay® & Miracast®  
app-based flexibility & industry-leading 
videoconferencing apps (Zoom®, Teams®)

• iOS & Android mirroring

• VSM for easy, Cloud-based 
IT management of deployments

• Simple connections with in-room peripherals 
for better collaborative experiences  
(e.g., camera, microphone)

Hybrid Learning. Anywhere. 
Engage. Teach. Learn. Thrive.

Engage & empower students

Seamless Hybrid Learning
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NORTH AMERICA

Canada
Mexico
USA

EUROPE

Austria
Finland
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Germany
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LATIN AMERICA

Argentina
Brazil
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South Africa
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China
Hong Kong
India
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Philippines
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Australia
New Zealand
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Singapore
Taiwan
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About Kramer
Kramer has been at the forefront of the Pro 

AV IT industry for 40 years. Our global mission 

focuses on supporting and collaborating with a 

wide range of enterprise, government, education 

clients, and more. Wherever Pro AV is essential, 

Kramer solutions can be found.
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